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Abstract
Medieval literary traditions provide a particularly challenging test case for textual
alignment and the visualization of variance. Whereas the editors of medieval
traditions working with the printed page struggle to illustrate the complex phe-
nomena of textual instability, research in screen-based visualization has made
significant progress, allowing for complex textual situations to be captured at the
micro- and the macro-level. This article uses visualization and a computational
approach to identifying variance to allow the analysis of different medieval poetic
works using the transcriptions of how they are found in particular manuscripts.
It introduces the notion of a meso-level visualization, a visual representation of
aligned text providing for comparative reading on the screen, all the while
assembling non-contradictory, intuitive solutions for the visual exploration of
multi-scalar variance. Building upon the literary notion of mouvance, it delves
into medieval French literature and, in particular, different visualizations of three
versions of the Chanson de Roland (the Oxford, the Chaˆteauroux, and the Venice
4 manuscripts). The article presents experimental prototypes for such meso-level
visualization and explores how they can advance our understanding of formula-
ically rich medieval poetry.
.................................................................................................................................................................................
1 Introduction
Poetry in the Middle Ages changed as it was recited
and passed along, but also as it was written down
and recopied. Mouvance is a term used by the late
Swiss medievalist Paul Zumthor to designate the
high degree of instability in medieval text traditions.
Zumthor qualifies this instability as an ‘interplay
between variant readings and reworkings’, balancing
both the textual, literary elements of written works
with oral, performative ones (Zumthor, 1992;
p. 44). Cerquiglini has argued that, faced with
such variance, the medievalist’s ‘analysis must be
comparative, not archeological’ (Cerquiglini, 1999;
p. 44). Synoptic editions provided readers of the
printed page with a visual frame for close, compara-
tive reading of variant texts, inviting exploration
and giving insight into processes of textual change.
These page layouts provided, however, far less than
the panoptic view required to grasp the larger phe-
nomenon at hand. This article leverages the concep-
tual progress of visualization in facilitating hybrid,
on-screen, multi-scalar reading of computationally
aligned text and begins to explore what it can tell us
about orally inflected poetry of the middle ages.
Such computational alignment reveals what is
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both stable and variant about texts, and when quan-
tified, reuse of textual strings also sheds new light on
the use of formulaic language. Visualizing mouvance
in a computational environment, therefore, balances
the discovery of both instability and repetition in
poetic language.
2 The Complexity of Medieval
Textual Data
The medievalist in the age of digital archives does
not only read critical editions but also compares
different individual manuscript versions, on site or
on screen, as access permits, using both human
memory and deep content expertise to arrive at a
larger picture of the life of texts. Nichols argues that
what in textual criticism has always been labeled the
variants, far from being rejected to the footnotes,
should not stand as ‘de-textualized tokens’, but
with Cerquiglini, he pleads for access to the ‘dynamic
life of medieval works’ (Nichols, 2016; pp. 108, 110).
The codicological turn, as it might be called, of the
1990s, argued for refocusing critical energy on situ-
ating the manuscript within its social and cultural
context of textual production and transmission.
This shift toward the material also corresponded
to the general rise of the availability of digitized
versions of manuscripts. The synoptic close reading
of manuscripts indeed expands the frame for inter-
pretation; yet the function of the digital for Nichols
serves mainly to provide a human reader access to a
wider variety of manuscript versions. In the absence
of computationally tractable text, however, such a
critical approach is restricted to the ‘single reader’s
moving memory’ (Bowers, 2016).
The use of computational environments to
understand medieval textual complexity goes back
some 50 years; yet such approaches are not devoid
of assumptions taken from the field of textual criti-
cism. At the risk of oversimplification, we can say
that textual critics of different languages and periods
have not been of the same opinion about what to do
with multiple extant archival documents containing
versions of texts that resemble each other to a lesser
or greater extent. Some text traditions are complex
because of the number of variants, that is the ways
that documents diverge from one another, and di-
vergence in words has been used to deduce and even
visualize the hypothetical relationship between
extant versions and to make heuristic claims about
a more ‘authentic’ common ancestor text. This ap-
proach to textual criticism was developed by the
students of Karl Lachmann. Robinson’s two articles
on the ‘machine collation of forty-four manuscripts
of two Old Norse poems’ with the goal of automat-
ically generating variant tables against a ‘notional
master’ reproduce somewhat the Lachmannian
paradigm (Robinson, 1989). The contemporary
Web-based software, Juxta Commons, allows one
‘to compare and collate versions of the same textual
work’ echoing similar assumption about texts
(Wheeles and Jensen, 2013). An opposition to stem-
matics in textual criticism arose in the field of medi-
eval French studies with Joseph Be´dier who opted
for using the best copy of a text as a base text for
editing, regardless of its age or geographic proven-
ance, and developed a set of attendant critical pro-
cedures for doing so. Pierazzo has argued that much
has changed in the world of scholarly editing with
the rise of digital critical editions. One is no longer
influenced by the economics of print-based publish-
ing, and the question in newer forms of Web-based
editing is not which text to publish, but rather
where to stop in the representation of textual infor-
mation (Pierazzo, 2011). In this article we take a
look at medieval vernacular text traditions, without
attempting to edit them, but rather to compare their
variance using innovative visualizations. We explore
the high degree of variance of these text traditions
that, instead of being seen as a fault or contamin-
ation, might just be ‘elevated into an organizing
principle’ (Richards, 1987).
Digital medievalists interested in computer-
assisted analysis of the complex phenomenon of
mouvance need to take all the known versions of
the textual record into consideration. In the case
of medieval French, we have only a few fully tran-
scribed textual traditions full. Archives of digitized
manuscripts, such as the Roman de la Rose Digital
Library spearheaded by Nichols, exist and they pro-
vide important access to manuscript traditions, but
they have been relatively unsuccessful in creating
transcriptions of medieval manuscripts (Roman de
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la Rose, 2017). At the time of writing this article,
fewer than five of such transcriptions of the Rose
exist. An example of a completed early digital text-
ual archive in medieval French is the Princeton
Charrette Project that produced transcriptions of
the eight known manuscripts of Chre´tien de
Troyes’ Chevalier de la Charrette (c. 1180) accom-
panying a critical edition (Uitti et al., 2006).
Chre´tien de Troyes’ romance was popular, as the
number of manuscript copies attest, but the variants
in it are relatively limited compared with those
mentioned by Richards above, not a true test case
for Zumthor’s performance-rich notion of mou-
vance. Suffice it to say that not all genres nor all
texts exhibit this kind of textual and performative
instability.
3 Visualizing Variant Text
Traditions
In this article we focus on two famous text trad-
itions in medieval French literature that exhibit a
significant degree of textual and performative mou-
vance: first, the fabliaux, a genre of bawdy, short
verse tales, and second, the epic tradition known as
the chansons de geste. First, there is the thirteenth-
century Du chevalier qui fit les cons parler, extant in
seven manuscripts, six in continental French and
one in the French of England (Brun, 2016a).
Second, there is the Chanson de Roland, known
to be transmitted in six major versions, the first
from the early twelfth century (Oxford, Venice 4,
Chaˆteauroux-Venise 7, Paris, Cambridge, and
Lyons) as well as in three fragments (Lavergne,
Bogdanow, Michelant) (Brun, 2016b). It is possible
for us to visualize these text traditions in compara-
tive views precisely because their individual manu-
scripts have been fully transcribed in modern
editions (Duggan, 2005; Moffat, 2014).
In both cases, the difference between the ver-
sions—in length, content, and structure—is sig-
nificant enough that text editors have chosen to
publish different versions of the text together.
The four manuscript versions of the octosyllabic
fabliau in question, edited by Rychner in a synoptic
edition, vary notably in the number of lines: 602
(ms. E), 609 (ms. C), 615 (ms. B), 750 (ms. I) and
292 (ms. M) (Rychner, 1960). An edition of the
Roland presents each of the single manuscripts ver-
sions edited serially in a multivolume publication
(except the Chaˆteauroux-Venise 7 group repre-
sented by two manuscripts). The six major versions
of Roland vary dramatically in the number of lines
they contain: 4,002 (Oxford), 6,002 (Venice 4),
8,395/8,201 (Chaˆteauroux-Venise 7), 6,828
(Paris), 5,695 (Cambridge), and 2,392 (Lyon).
Whereas the different manuscripts in which we
find this fabliau present a significant amount of
rearrangement and interpolation, the Roland trad-
ition is much more complicated, as it exhibits
more variance than stability, so much so that that
the various versions of the epic legend commonly
called the Chanson de Roland by literary scholars
challenge the very distinction of text and document
articulated by traditional textual criticism. In the
case of the Chanson de Roland, one might go so far
as to call them the Songs of Roland. To the problem
of variable length, one must add the orthographic
instability of medieval French as an obstacle to an
approach combining computational alignment and
text reuse. Our main question is how to combine
automatic alignment and visual analysis to opti-
mize the exploration of mouvance.
4 From Variants to Variance
Existing methods for text alignment in digital
environments, generally speaking, favor relatively
stable texts with a small number of variant readings.
The Versioning Machine accepts texts encoded
‘according to TEI’s Parallel Segmentation method’
and ‘interprets the encoding, parsing out the text
into its constituent parts’ (Versioning Machine,
2015). The authors of the Versioning Machine offer
a sample alignment of a middle English ‘Prophecy of
Merlin’ (Fig. 1). The verse-to-verse alignment has
been manually encoded by the textual scholar.
Similar lines are visually connected using customary
mouse behavior; however, variance within the line or
across lines cannot be visualized.
Another environment for the automatic collation
and visualization of textual difference from plain
S. Ja¨nicke and D. Joseph Wrisley
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text files is Juxta Commons (Wheeles and Jensen,
2013). When complex text traditions containing
more than just variant readings, but also interpol-
ations, half-line reuse, or a significant amount of
orthographic variance are collated automatically in
Juxta Commons, their results are unfortunately
nearly illegible.
Figure 2 shows two versions of the aforemen-
tioned fabliau visualized in Juxta Commons; the
visual alignment achieved by line segments in the
central column, however, does an insufficient job at
expressing the complex instability of the medieval
text tradition. The same concept of an ‘alignment
column’ sitting between two text columns is de-
ployed by the TransVis prototype for the alignment
of Shakespearean translations in German (TransVis,
2016). The structure of theatrical texts, essentially
individual character monologues, renders the align-
ment significantly easier. Medieval mouvance, on the
other hand by contrast, is not restricted to discrete
blocks of text.
More dynamic visualization strategies for histor-
ical text reuse vary according to the scale of the
phenomenon and the nature of the texts involved
(Franzini et al., 2015). Sophisticated visualizations
for alignment exist at the micro-level, that is at the
level of the word such as the graph visualizations of
TRAViz (Ja¨nicke et al., 2015).1 They facilitate com-
parative readings of variants within a specific unit of
text, and the text in such alignments is fully legible.
TRAViz implements the Gothenburg model for
textual variance.2 After input texts are tokenized
and normalized, a brute force approach (Ja¨nicke et
al., 2014) generates a Variant Graph that reflects
similarities and differences on word level among
the given text editions. A visualization for such
graphs is tailored, so that typical features, e.g. ac-
cording patterns, synonymity, or transposed words,
are highlighted. A clean example of this can be
found in the TRAViz alignments of English transla-
tions of the Bible (Fig. 3), a textual use case, like the
Shakespearean plays mentioned above, in which
units and subunits of text are already commonly
agreed upon by tradition (e.g. book, chapter, and
verse).
On the other hand, solutions exist for macro-
level text reuse, such as fingerprinting techniques
(Ja¨nicke and Geßner, 2015), creating abstract
visual patterns of textual similarity (Fig. 4).
In Fig. 3 with the micro-level visualization, vari-
ance across different translations of a single Biblical
verse is human readable, with multicolored stream
Fig. 1 Two versions of the middle English Prophecy of Merlin visualized with Versioning Machine (reproduced with
permission)
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graphs guiding the eye through a reading of the
verse. Textual reworking at multiple scales as we
find in medieval mouvance (shifting of whole
blocks of text, variant subline strings, transposition
of lines, and reuse in multiple zones of text) cannot,
however, be accounted for with the use of TRAViz
alignments alone. In Fig. 4, the macro-level com-
pletely eclipses the text itself in favor of an abstract
representation of computed text reuse. Between
these two scales of visualization, the micro- and
macro-level, lies an obvious meso-level of visualiza-
tion that has not been explored by the visualization
community. It will be interesting to develop meso-
level visualization strategies that can bridge the gap
between close and distant computer-assisted reading
practices, between micro-views that show only a
small subset of text lines and macro-views that pro-
vide an abstract, overview of the text. Meso-level
visual alignments are desirable for complex textual
scholarship scenarios in as much as they allow one
to visualize complex patterns of text reuse, preser-
ving text within the visualization itself. They need,
however, to stress both legibility and human inter-
action in the visualization.
6 Meso-level Reading on the
Screen
Our design for sufficient representation of mouvance
in the case of the manuscript versions of the single
fabliau is shown in Fig. 5 below. The design of our
proposed meso-level visualization is inspired by
layered graph drawings (Sugiyama et al., 1981).
Each edition—given as a plain text file with line-
separated verse lines—is drawn as a vertical path.
The manually compiled alignment table is provided
as an edge list, and each edge represents an align-
ment of two specific lines belonging to distinct edi-
tions. Aggregating these relations forms horizontal
Fig. 2 Two versions of a fabliau visualized in Juxta Commons
Fig. 3 Micro-level alignment of twenty-four English translations of Genesis 1:1 (Ja¨nicke et al., 2015)
S. Ja¨nicke and D. Joseph Wrisley
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alignment paths—visualized as stream graphs
(Byron and Wattenberg, 2008)—that illustrate how
specific verse lines are construed across the editions.
We ordered the editions the way that crossings of
streams and occlusions between streams and text are
minimal. With the given design, the meso-level visu-
alization supports the visual analysis of manually
aligned poetic verse lines and illustrates the instabil-
ity of one fabliau across the four different versions
accordingly (Rychner, 1960). The different versions
are juxtaposed in columns to minimize edge cross-
ings; in other words, we order the editions according
to their similarity. This places the least similar ver-
sion, London, British Library manuscript, Harley
2253 at far right. This is for reasons of legibility;
the stream graph does not imply any particular text-
ual evolution from one version to another, or from
left to right, as Lachmannian critics might privilege
the oldest version as the starting point of comparison.
Clicking on a specific verse line in the visualiza-
tion produces a TRAViz micro-view of the line-level
variance (Ja¨nicke et al., 2015), whereas the larger
meso-view of this portion of the fabliau allows pat-
terns between and across verse lines to be ascer-
tained.3 Variance in the genre of fabliaux generally
maintains prosody and avoids hypermeter; mou-
vance is characterized here by the interpolation of
larger narrative multi-line blocks of text. The excep-
tion to this general rule is the abovementioned
Harley 2253 in the column at far right where the
narrative is reconstituted almost completely around
sparse line reuse, perhaps illustrating what Rychner
calls in the subtitle of his book ‘deteriorization
[de´gradation] (Rychner, 1960). Visualization, in the
Fig. 4 Macro-level fingerprint illustrating similarity between twenty-four English Bible translations (Ja¨nicke and
Geßner, 2015)
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case of Harley 2253, shows verse line reprises that
seem to preserve a narrative sequence from the
other versions, pointing perhaps to the Anglo-
Norman redactor’s knowledge of the structure of
the continental tale in the performative recasting of
it. It is worth noting, however, that the streams we
have implemented draw our attention to patterns of
text reuse for later scholarly interpretation, and yet,
the visualization does not assert any inherent spatia-
lized hierarchy of meaning among the versions.
Across all of the three versions at left, mouvance
occurs in multi-line blocks, visible in highly legible
streams of text reuse. In a later version of the visu-
alization, it may be desirable to aggregate these for
Fig. 5 Four versions of a fabliau in our visual design
S. Ja¨nicke and D. Joseph Wrisley
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legibility. We see such textual transformation that is
not easy to detect in Rychner’s hand-aligned synop-
tic edition where the text is printed in blocks with
large blank spaces on the page left in the case of
some versions. Another example of what we are call-
ing meso-level textual alignment is the visualization
of one stanza from the Chanson de Roland tradition
contained in seven manuscripts. Figure 6 illustrates
laisse 1 of the Lavergne fragment, absent from
Oxford Roland.4
As the number of versions of the text grows, ob-
viously our design relies upon a larger screen to view
the entire tradition, but we also want to signal fre-
quency of text reuse across those versions. Larger
traditions such as La vie de sainte Marie
l’Egyptienne or the Evangile de Nicode`me would
pose particular challenges in this regard
(Dembowski, 1977; Ford, 1973). To indicate how
often a line recurs across the whole manuscript trad-
ition, we use colored streams of varying saturation.
Highly saturated colors indicate frequently repeated
passages, whereas less saturated colors indicate less
repeated ones. Such a feature allows for a ‘consen-
sus’ visualization of the tradition in this meso-view.
It is easy to see the more complex, transpositional
variance of lines in the Chanson de Roland,
compared with the abovementioned fabliau. This
compositional feature of French epic visualized
here needs to be studied across the entire corpus
of seven manuscript versions and three fragments,
and perhaps among other famous epic cycles. As in
Fig. 5, we ordered the editions in Fig. 6 to reduce the
number of crossing streams, thereby maximizing the
legibility of the visualization. This is potentially at
odds with readers who expect to see temporality of
manuscript dating represented along the horizontal
axis of the visualization. In such a case, a more le-
gible order that produces less clutter might be hard
to determine.
We began with the alignment of a single fabliau
and the known versions of the Chanson de Roland,
since they are traditions where editors have not only
published the different textual versions but they
have indexed alignment manually, either using
page layout or other visual cues appropriate for
the printed page. Ultimately, these forms of ap-
proximate alignment do not give a full picture of
medieval mouvance. As the examples shown in Fig. 7
illustrates, variance found in medieval French texts
very often occurs below the level of the line, exhibit-
ing different kinds of syntactic, morphological, or
lexical variance.
Fig. 6 Seven versions of Laisse 1 of the Lavergne fragment of the Chanson de Roland, in our visual design
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7 From Human to Computational
Alignment of the Chanson de
Roland
The Chanson de Roland occupies an important place
in the literary historiography of France. The oldest
known manuscript is that of Oxford, and it has been
edited multiple times. The entire corpus of seven
manuscripts and three fragments of the Chanson
de Roland has only been edited twice in its entirety
(Mortier, 1940–44; Duggan, 2005). Both times the
different versions were printed serially in a multi-
volume work, ostensibly because a visually illustra-
tive edition, as we mentioned above in the case of
Rychner’s fabliaux, would be too complex to exe-
cute. It is important to note, however, that Mortier’s
edition provides a crude alignment of the poems.
The traditional stanzas of the Roland tradition,
known as laisses, are numbered and Mortier created
a basic laisse to laisse alignment, showing critical
interest in indexing the interrelated narratives of
the tradition.
Duggan published a concordance of the Oxford
version of the poem with the help of a computer,
and completed a monographic study a few years
later concerning formulaic language in the
Chanson de Roland (Duggan, 1969, Duggan, 1973).
The concordance allows Duggan to operationalize
Parry’s notion of the formula (a group of words
used in the same metrical conditions to express
the same basic idea) and to turn it into a comput-
able, quantifiable feature of text (Parry, 1971). This
procedure in medieval French is non-trivial, since
there are vast spelling differences and performative
elements in the poetry that interfere with the com-
putational detection of the seemingly simple notion
of ‘a group of words’ in and between manuscripts
versions.
From Duggan’s lists of formulaic speech in the
Oxford version of the Chanson de Roland, we gen-
erated a simple visualization that shows how his
examples of formulaic speech are distributed
throughout two manuscripts of the Chanson de
Roland, the Oxford manuscript (left) and the
Venice 7 manuscript (right).5 In Fig. 8 below, we
reproduce his taxonomy of formulaic speech (bat-
tles, persons, epithets, acts of speech, etc.). The
white sliding bars in each of the macro-view col-
umns at left allow different parts of the long
poems to be visualized on demand on the screen.
The user browsing through this example will find
Fig. 7 A TRAViz pop-up visualization of a single aligned verse among seven Chanson de Roland edition, illustrating
variance below the level of the line
S. Ja¨nicke and D. Joseph Wrisley
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visual evidence for Duggan’s claim of the formulaic
nature of the Chanson de Roland, particularly in the
Oxford version; however, formulaic homogeneity is
not as clear in the Venice 7 Chaˆteauroux version
due to orthography. Duggan’s work was founda-
tional for understanding the Chanson de Roland,
but given the rudimentary nature of the concord-
ance in 1969, he was neither able to take into
account broken n-grams nor automatically correct
for orthographic variance, two shortcomings
in the exploration of the fluidity of poetic craft.
A more nuanced means of detecting repetition
is needed.
Our visualization of the text tradition of the
Chanson de Roland adopts a user-centered ap-
proach. The assumed user of the emergent visual
analytics system is the literary scholar aware of the
general problems of medieval text traditions. The
collaboration between the literary historian and
the visualization researcher here can best be
called an exploration of both literary and linguistic
problems in medieval French and how they might
be explored using visualization. In the visualiza-
tion prototypes that follow, we extend the notion
of a synoptic style reading for comparative textual
variance to the complex textual tradition of the
Chanson de Roland. Our prototype is not an inter-
vention into textual criticism in the classical sense.
We assert no urtext nor do we make a judgment
about the best version of the text; we simply use
the available corpus of transcriptions to embrace,
and explore, the complexity of the textual
situation.
As we have asserted above, this article makes a
plea for legible, comparative visualization of textual
variance at multiple levels. We sought to produce a
Fig. 8 A visualization of the Oxford and Chaˆteauroux versions of the Chanson de Roland with color coding of lines in
which different kinds of formulaic speech classified by Duggan (1973) are found
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granular alignment of two versions of the Roland
using computational means (the Oxford Roland,
the first known version of the work from the
second quarter of the twelfth century, and the
Venice 4 Roland of the thirteenth century). We
used the TRAViz alignment method (Ja¨nicke et al.,
2014) to align the entirety of the two texts (Oxford
having 4,002 and Venice 4 having 6,002 lines). In
preparation, we split both texts O(xford) and
V(enice) into lines O1,. . .,O4002 and V1,. . .,V6002.
For each tuple of lines {Oi,Vj}, we computed if
there is a significant overlap of words or not, com-
putationally speaking, if both lines share an n-gram.
An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n words, and
in our case, we require for a tupel {Oi,Vj} to be
aligned that both Oi and Vj contain the same se-
quence of n words. To take spelling variants into
account, we applied a relative edit distance (RED)
of strings (Ja¨nicke et al., 2015) with RED¼ 0.5,
which we recognized as the best choice for the
given medieval French orthography. One of our
main concerns was to create a manageable result
set. To assert an alignment, we require at least a
shared 4-gram between the two lines of a tuple.
Given this configuration, we obtained 1,759 auto-
matically aligned line tuples for 24,020,004 compu-
tations. Were we to accept 3-grams, it would have
generated 7,118 aligned tuples. Figure 9 above illus-
trates a side-by-side view of the resultant aligned
texts where stream graphs indicate alignment, and sat-
uration is an indicator of the frequency of repetition.
Since alignment is carried out automatically
using RED of strings, it is important to have a
visual indication of the robustness of the shared,
contiguous sequences of n-words. Saturation has al-
ready been used to indicate the number of times a
line has a shared 4-gram or greater across the
text(s), so here we use a numeral placed in the
margin to indicate the average n-gram length be-
tween matching lines.
Fig. 9 A Computed alignment using RED (Ja¨nicke et al., 2015) of two versions of the Chanson de Roland with statistics
of n-gram matches next to the used verse line
S. Ja¨nicke and D. Joseph Wrisley
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8 Toward Multi-scalar Screen-
based Reading of Variance
Unlike the example illustrated above, in Fig. 9, we
visualize the entirety of the two poems at once, al-
though this is not immediate visible from the
included screen crop. By scrolling up or down in
the prototype, one can access the rest of the text of
the two poems. The stream graphs indicate in both
the visual field of the screen as well as far above and
far below it, how the mouvance in complex medieval
texts occurs. As a computationally aligned visualiza-
tion, it is significantly different from the human-
aligned text fragments found above in Figs 5 and 6.
Whereas we suggested that the Anglo-Norman redac-
tor of the fabliau in question may have been preser-
ving the narrative sequence of the continental version
of the poem, this is perhaps an illusion created by the
fact that only a small segment of the text is visualized.
If we think of the screen as one would the human
mind, bounded in its memory to a certain field of
comparison, it is possible that this is how a text
editor makes decisions about variants, from within
a bounded space determined more by a narrative unit
than by the overall language of the poem. As ex-
pected, there are significant echoes composed of n-
grams across the two versions of the Roland, and of
differing densities in different sections of the ver-
sions. Importantly, there are significant echoes
within the body of a single version as well confirming
existing claims about formulaic speech (Duggan,
1973). Generally speaking, these results lead us to
call for an expansion of what the performative vari-
ance in texts, Zumthor’s mouvance, might constitute
when they are aligned and visualized.
Scholars of the medieval French chanson de geste,
and the Roland in particular, have long studied the
‘formulaic style’ of the poetic composition. Critical
studies of the genre have urged, even attempted,
quantitative approaches to its repetitive compos-
itional style (Rychner, 1955; Nichols, 1961;
Duggan, 1973; Martin, 1987). Our computed visu-
alization provides an innovative standpoint from
which to re-examine the phenomenon of textual
repetition more systematically and perhaps to
begin to document mouvance more empirically. It
could open new critical dialogue with a long-
standing body of literature of the oral formula in
ancient Greek or other orally inflected literatures.
The visualization of the medieval French chanson
de geste in our design illustrates a high degree of
string repetition across the full text. In the com-
puted alignment, only n-grams equal to or greater
than four were retained for visualization. The ra-
tionale for this is that, given the high degree of
orthographic variance of the medieval French,
matching of less than 4-grams might lead to a
high number of false positives. Even with 4-grams,
occasional false positives occurred. Figure 10 illus-
trates how ‘il le vit a’ can be matched with ‘il ne vint
a’, whereas there is no meaningful connection be-
tween the lines. Nonetheless, a preliminary check of
the alignment showed such cases to be relatively
uncommon. The merging of nodes with the RED
of strings is more common among sentences con-
taining shorter (often function) words.
Given the screen limitations in representing the
visual alignment of such long poems, the robust,
micro-level TRAViz pop-up provides an important
topological overview of how poetic fragments are
stretched and deformed across a wide expanse of
text. The TRAViz view shows very clearly how
n-gram matches in the Roland vary in their position
in the verse line. It has been claimed that where such
repetitive language sits in the verse line is character-
istic of the oral poet’s craft, or of the more literary
text-specific imitations of orality (Duggan, 1973;
p. 11). Even Duggan provides a critical caveat that
such text reuse does not always sit firmly in either
hemistich. We find many examples of a frontal text
reuse, in particular, of a discursive sort, introducing
direct discourse or action as in Fig. 11 below.
Likewise, there are many equivalent examples of
terminal text reuse, that is falling at the end of the
verse line. More surprising to us were the equally
large number of examples of medial text reuse,
straddling the hemistich, a form of repetition less
remarked upon by critics.
What we find in Fig. 12 below is looking at the
Venice 4 Roland from the perspective of the Oxford
Roland. First of all, the existence of multiple blue
streams indicates all the lines in which the Venice 4
version has n-gram matches with line 1,254 of the
Oxford Roland. The different verse lines in Venice 4
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Fig. 11 A TRAViz pop-up example of frontal text reuse, line 1,565 in the Oxford Roland, introducing one of the many
curses of the pagan, visualized with and without the application of RED
Fig. 10 A TRAViz pop-up illustrating a false positive in alignment
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are created in a combinatory fashion around that
n-gram, with the remaining sections of the line con-
structed in semantically similar strings. If we factor
in the question of temporality and, therefore, of
possible influence, it is tempting to conclude that
the Venice 4 Roland recreates the Oxford Roland, or
text blocks reminiscent of it, proliferating them by
means of the combinatory reuse of text fragments.
On the other hand, when we look backward from
the perspective of the Venice 4 Roland to the Oxford
Roland, one finds a similar phenomenon, a single
line of the later text with which the earlier text
matches. One must proceed with caution in over-
analyzing the question of influence and intertext-
uality using visualization. There are nonetheless
highly saturated lines on both sides that give
provide flavor of what kind of repetitive language
is more characteristic of both poems. These high-
frequency n-grams, no doubt, indicate a free-float-
ing pool of oral formulae repeated, and poetically
reactivated, to different extents in individual text-
ual instances.
The last prototype that we created attempts to
merge all the previous ones, providing an optimal
environment for exploring the full picture of mou-
vance in medieval French epic poetry, implementing
the Information Seeking Mantra (Shneiderman,
1996): ‘Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-
on-demand’.6 The overview component is a macro-
level overview bar (at right in Fig. 13 below), max-
imizing the height of the screen both to illustrate the
larger picture of mouvance in a text-less visualization
of the two versions of the Roland. It is linked to the
meso-level view described above, and it can be used
to navigate the text and to zoom to occurring align-
ment patterns. We click on a section of either vertical
bar representing the two poems in the overview to
select the desired visual frame. Zones of high density
in orange point to areas of more intense reuse in the
rest of the poem.
Fig. 12 A TRAViz pop-up example of medial text reuse, line 1,254 of the Oxford Roland, describing the decorative
spurs of the horses, visualized with and without the application of RED of string measure
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One high reuse zone indicated by a dense set
of orange lines falls around laisse 280 in the
Oxford Roland, the part of the poem in which
Charlemagne is hurt in the confrontation with the
emir Baligant’s armies, at the point where Thierry
and Pinabel fight a duel. Such a pattern might lead
the interested researcher to investigate how the
commonly matched fragments of texts in the
Oxford version potentially impact the diction in
the Venice 4 version. This is but one of many ex-
amples of the potential value of applying the com-
prehensive view (micro, meso, and macro) to the
exploration and interpretation, of repetition in the
Roland. One small addition to this interaction that
serves as a meso-level fingerprint of micro-level
alignments shown in TRAViz is the small rectangu-
lar bars found to the left and right of the saturated
stream graphs. Bertin called these ‘frame rectangle
symbols’ (Monmonier, 1993). These ‘rectangular
heat bars’ are divided into buckets matching word
segmentation on the verse line. Color indicates the
position in the line where the n-gram match takes
place and saturation of the same color of the stream
graph points to the frequency of reuse across the
text. This is designed as a convenient overview,
not only as a visual cue to drill down to micro-
level zones of high reuse but also to give an indica-
tion of what kind of positional reuse it is: frontal,
medial, or terminal.
9 Conclusion
Textual reuse, or repetition, what Duggan called
‘formulaic style’, across the different versions of
the Roland points to a genre-specific oral-like lan-
guage that scholars have suggested is integral to the
process of poetic creation. There are a number of
problems in text traditions with such oral inflection.
There are not only different kinds of variance (single
word/string variance, half-line or hemistich vari-
ance, transposition and reorganization of rhyming
verse lines, or interpolation of entirely new lines)
but patterns of variance are also not uniform
Fig. 13 Depicts an integrated visualization of meso- and macro-views of zones of high reuse in the poetic comparison
around laisse 280. The white segments at left indicate the sections of two versions of the Roland visualized at right in the
text columns
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across a text, making the desired comparative visu-
alization of texts difficult, even pushing screen-
based representation to the limit. Duggan’s 1969
concordance was only a small first step to under-
stand this complexity. Alignments can also mix and
confuse kinds of variance. Our article has examined
possible ways to handle such heterogeneous forms
of variance, allowing them to be assembled carefully
and empirically in a panoptic view. Setting the
n-gram at a minimum of four limits the kinds of
variance we have detected, assuring that computa-
tionally derived alignment is not gratuitous, but fur-
ther research may experiment with other parameters
and methods of alignment.
We propose a prototype, not a final implemen-
tation of a visualization system, that allows for vari-
ants to be tracked and visualized in a way that no
print-bound critical apparatus or concordance
could possibly visualize. Our visualizations attempt
to provide a framework for a medievalist’s ‘com-
parative, not archeological’ reading in the words
of Cerquiglini, and this, in as interactive and intui-
tive a fashion as possible. Moving from individual
word variants to more complex forms of variance
and repetition should provide insight into textual
behavior at a larger scale. It suggests that the con-
cept of an urtext, a lost original document that
could be reconstructed from which all other wit-
nesses derive—a concept against which different
traditions of textual criticism reacted quite vigor-
ously—for certain generic forms might be replaced
altogether by a shared pool of computationally col-
lected multi-word strings, lines, or line segments of
lesser or greater orthographic similarity. Much more
research needs to be done to consider the evolving
genre of the more than 200 examples of chanson de
geste currently documented (Suard, 2011). There is
also room, however, for comparative approaches
between and across genres. The example of the
single fabliau visualized at the beginning of the art-
icle provided an example of a more ‘written’ and
literary recombination of text blocks.
Historical text reuse must think not only about
the algorithms used to discover that reuse but also
the frameworks in which such reuse can be visua-
lized. In contrast to the manual, narrative-driven
alignment illustrated in the visualizations above
(Figs 5 and 6), an automated alignment yields a
very different picture with respect to the degree of
mouvance. Computational approaches to mouvance
produce much more than just semantically signifi-
cant variants. It remains to be seen how literary
history will receive such an expanded definition of
mouvance. Will they find the repetition of the chan-
son de geste ‘monotones—comme sont monotones
les sculptures romanes—et meˆme gothiques de nos
cathe´drales, avec leurs the`mes identiques’ [monoton-
ous, as the Romanesque, even Gothic sculptures of our
cathedrals, with their repetitive themes] (Lejeune,
1954; p. 331) or will it be the fodder of new forms
of distant pattern searching?
We argue here that the complexity of the inter-
section of literary traditions and visualization is a
fertile field for future research, not only for the
insights they offer of larger-scale problems in the
textual humanities but also inasmuch as they chal-
lenge the visualization community to integrate
non-contradictory, visual languages for multi-
scalar problems particularly at the meso-level,
where the very results of computation on text are
incorporated into the visualization, rather than
being occulted.
Future work focuses on the improvement of the
computational alignment by turning this visual ana-
lysis method into a visual analytics approach that
keeps the ‘human in the loop’. This could be accom-
plished through the development of scoring ses-
sions, allowing the textual scholar to rate
individual alignments according to their relevance.
For example, false positives such as shown in Fig. 11
could be marked accordingly. Also, undiscovered
alignments could be manually added. With this
human-generated input, we can design quality
measures that reconfigure the proposed alignment
algorithm. Examples of such measures include
taking n-gram length, character length of words in
n-grams, or percentage of matching words across
the whole line into account. Following these scoring
sessions, the alignment can be recomputed and the
visualizations updated. Additional design features
such as order the editions and filtering may be im-
plemented, but taking a user-centered approach,
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alignment is not to be understood as a final product,
but rather a process for understanding variant text
traditions, supporting the generation of new
hypotheses about textual behavior, and even inte-
grating the intricacies of medieval mouvance into
new visualization strategies.
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Notes
1 Other platforms supporting the micro-analysis of text-
ual variance such as CollateX (http://collatex.net/) or
Stemmaweb (https://stemmaweb.net/) are discussed in
(Ja¨nicke et al., 2015).
2 On the Gothenburg model, see http://wiki.tei-c.org/
index.php/Textual_Variance.
3 The visualization is available at http://informatik.uni-
leipzig.de:8080/Fabliaux/.
4 The visualization is available at http://informatik.uni-
leipzig.de:8080/roland/index2.html?ftsize¼11.
5 The visualization is available at http://informatik.uni-
leipzig.de:8080/Duggan/.
6 The visualization is available at http://informatik.uni-
leipzig.de:8080/EditionAlignment2/.
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